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A new gastropub has opened at FIVE Jumeirah Village. Goose Island

Tap House is promising to become an entertainment and dining

destination in its own right. It specialises in craft beers from the

Chicago brewery.

FOOD & BEVERAGE

Goose Island Tap House opens at FIVE
Jumeirah Village

The gastro pub marks the Chicago brewery’s debut into Dubai

by Josh Corder
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Goose Island Tap House has more than 14 speciality beers, with

choices including Goose Island Midway, Goose Island IPA and Helles

Golden Goose. There’s also a range of cocktails. Hops start from AED45

for a bottle and AED55 on tap.

What’s in the Goose Island Tap House?

As a hub for craft beers, the venue also has ‘The Barrel Room’ for

private groups or beer and gins tastings.

Entertainment-wise, there’s simulated golf, pool tables and a plethora

of TVs for sports event coverage. There are also private screening

booths, and in usual FIVE Hotels and Resorts fashion, there will be live

DJs on the weekends.

Food has all the typical gastropub suspects, from a wide range of

pizzas, burgers and fries, to a pork menu with the pikes of pork belly

with cider and pork tacos.

What does Goose Island Tap House mean for FIVE Hotels &
Resorts?
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Aloki Batra, CEO, FIVE Hotels and Resorts said: “FIVE Hotels and

Resorts is constantly reinventing the culinary, beverage and

entertainment experiential offers, and with that in mind we are

thrilled to introduce Goose Island to Dubai.

“The ultimate chill ‘meet and mingle’ hub in Dubai, this famed and

award-winning tap house aims to bring the highest quality of hops to

the heart of Dubai at FIVE Jumeirah Village.”

During an extensive interview with Hotelier Middle East, Batra said

that he thinks the food offerings at his two FIVE hotels aren’t

appreciated enough.

He told us: “People now want experiences over cuisines. People don’t

talk enough about the food in FIVE enough but we put a lot of time and

investment into it. But without the food here, we’re not a complete

offering.”

What does Goose Island Tap House look like?
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A tasty future for JVC

First Group VP of food and beverage Mark Patten told us previously

that the area is ‘the last frontier of Dubai F&B.’ You can read this

thoughts here.
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